The Implementation of The Pjbl Method Assisted by Padlet on Environmental Pollution Material on Student Science Literature
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ABSTRACT

The study aimed to 1) determine the effect of learning using the PjBL model assisted by Padlet on environmental pollution material on student literacy, and 2) find out the student responses toward the learning using the PjBL model assisted by Padlet on environmental pollution material on students scientific literacy. The research used a quasi-experimental method with a Pretest-Posttest control group design. The sample selection techniques used Purpose Sampling, both Experiment and control class. Data collection techniques were questionnaires, documentation, and tests. Data analysis used the Independent Sample T-Test and the coefficient of determination. The finding showed that the treatment of the research subject was the class. In the experimental class, the pretest score was 71.79 and the posttest score was 75.94. Meanwhile, in the control class, the pretest score was 60.27 and the posttest score was 66.53. The N-Gain value was 0.35 in the Experiment class and 0.31 in the control class, so it was in the medium category. In short, the implementation of the PjBL model assisted by Padlet on environmental pollution material affects students' scientific literacy by 4.6%.

INTRODUCTION

Education is a process of human needs, both formal and non-formal. Education can influence the students to adapt to the environment, then there will be a change in themselves that manifested into an attitude of interaction in the middle of the community. The low quality of education is influenced by students, educators, administrators, and the community (Stakeholders) (Iskandar, 2009). The Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) in 2018 showed that, since 2015, Indonesia has had a decline in reading science. In that case, the PISA 2018 would include a scenario that students required to read a collection of texts thematically that aims to complete the higher-level assignments. Then, the findings show that the scientific literacy ability of students in Indonesia is low. Learning activities focus on students is urgent that has a purpose to improve the quality of students, and the learning must able to meet a personal need, both community or the state (Munandar, 2004).

The low scientific literacy ability of students in Indonesia is influenced by a factor, either curriculum or teacher. The decline of students' scientific literacy skills is a problem in terms of the ability to understand science concepts and principles (Safitri 2015). The ability of a student's scientific literacy is very important to students, especially associating to modern society who likes a technological advance and a science.

Science subject requires students to lead to a critical awareness of how to maintain the natural environment and its surroundings. At the junior high school/Madrasah Tsanawiyah (SMP/MTS) level, science subjects are very important to be taught to students due to several reasons. First, Besides the knowledge reason, Science learning is also intended to foster critical thinking skills and abilities that are useful for solving a problem to enter the next level of education. Science is sometimes very less attractive to students, especially at the SMP/MTS level. Pasaribu and Simatupang (2020) stated that in the learning of science, especially in the environmental pollution material, stated by, students only know the concept of a theory without providing...
the solution when they know a problem in the surrounding environment.

According to Wahano, et al. (2017), Environmental pollution is the entry of living things, substances, energy, and other components into the environment by human activities. As a result, the quality drops to a certain level which causes damage to the environment, such as loss of function. In solving the environmental problems, a teacher should create a pleasant atmosphere and invited students to involve in the learning process, especially on the material of environmental pollution. Therefore, teachers also need to apply a learning model with an approach considering the aspects of science that are interconnected with students and develop an ability of students optimally (Munandar, 2019).

Then, the Project-Based Learning (PjBL) model is a good approach to the quality of the learning model. Siva, Moderawan, and Tika (2013) state, the Project-Based Learning (PjBI) model is learning that refers to philosophy through real experience. In this case, project-based learning can improve students’ think critically and creatively, such as think fluency, flexibility, think originality and (Munandar, 2019). And, Project-Based Learning (PjBI) is a learning model that actively involves students to design the learning objectives to produce a real product or project. In addition, using the Project-Based Learning (PjBL) model can also improve students’ science process skills (Haryati, Supardi, and Miswati, 2013). In an online learning, the Project-Based Learning (PjBL) model requires a tool or media, for example, Padlet.

PjBI model assisted by Padlet may support the delivery of material to students. Also, it may have functioned as a place for discussion, group work, assignment delivery, and portfolio documentation. Then, students will be monitored in the term of development, skill and effort (Ghesta Lestari, et al., 2019).

The Padlet application is one of the internet-based learning media that functions as a place for various information, such as photos, text, links, and videos, and much other information which is commonly called a wall. Padlet is also an application that has a function to interact and communicate in collaborative learning (Dewit, Alias, & Siraj, 2015). Ghesta Lestari, et al (2019) stated that the Padlet application had met international educational standards where the institution had surveyed and analyzed the feasibility of a learning media. The institution also shared its standardization in various fields of education. That is, by knowing the feasibility of media for students, for teachers, for leaders of teachers, for training, and for computer knowledge education. In short, the Padlet application can be used as an alternative learning media today.

**METHOD**

This type of research was quasi-experimental, which had definition as research conducted by giving certain treatments to research subjects. There were two classes in the study, the experimental class, and the control class. The purpose of quasi-experiments is to control the external variables that affect the experiment (Susongko, 2016). The research site was Mts N 5 Tegal. The subject was students in class VII, in the 2020/2021 academic year. The research design was the Pretest-Posttest Control Design Group. Data collection techniques were questionnaires, documentation and tests, and non-tests, such as lesson plans, Student Video Project Sheets, questionnaires for student response, test questions of trial, Pretest, and Posttest. After it was conducted to validation of the instrument, it continued to Empirical Validity.

The item validity was calculated using the Product Moment Person Correlation. The construct validity test using the Product Moment Person Correlation was valid if \( r_{xy} > r_{xyt} \), otherwise, if \( r_{xy} > r_{xyt} \), then the item was invalid. And the calculation was used the following formula:

\[
 r_{xy} = \frac{N \sum xy - (\sum x)(\sum y)}{\sqrt{(N \sum x^2 - (\sum x)^2)(N \sum y^2 - (\sum y)^2)}}
\]

Then, it continued to Reliability Test, aiming to determine the accuracy of the instrument. The instrument was reliable if has the appropriate results. This study used the Cronbach Alpha method. The formula was:

\[
 r_{ii} = k \frac{1 - \sum s^2}{\sum s^2}
\]

(Susongko, 2016)

Then, testing the level of item difficulty indicated by the number percentage of participants that obtained the correct answer. The following formula was used to obtain the level of item difficulty in the form of a polytomous test:

\[
 TK = \frac{S}{N_s S_{max}}
\]

(Susongko, 2016)

Determination power is the ability of a question to determine the high-ability students and low-ability students. The formula was:

\[
 DP = \frac{Mean S_A + S_B}{Skor Maksimal}
\]

A normality test is used to determine the normal distribution of data. The study used SPSS version 21.0 for windows with the spharo Wilk test
formula with a 95% confidence level and an error rate of 5% using the following formula:

\[
    w = \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(x_i - x)} \sum_{i=1}^{k} a(X_{n-i+1} - X_i)
\]

Hake, 2002)

Independent test Sample T-test is used to determine the effect of the Project-Based Learning model on students' scientific literacy. This study used the SPSS version 21.0 program for windows in analyzing the independent sample T-test. The statistical hypotheses of the study were:

Ho = Have no effect on the implementation of the PJBL model assisted by Padlet on environmental pollution material on students' scientific literacy.

Ha = have an effect in improving the implementation of the PJBL model assisted by Padlet on environmental pollution material on students' scientific literacy.

The calculation of the hypothesis was; first, the criteria of Ho were accepted if the significance level > 0.05, then the X variable has no effect on the Y variable. And, Ha rejected if the significance level < 0.05, then the X variable has an influence on the Y variable.

The coefficient of determination is a rule to determine the influence of the independent variable on the dependent variable. If the coefficient of determination was 0, means the independent variable has no influence at all (0%) on the dependent variable. In contrast, if the coefficient of determination is 1, means the dependent variable that showed of 100% was influenced by the independent variable. The coefficient of determination formula was:

\[
    R^2 = (R)^2 \times 100\%
\]

Hake, R.R, 1999)

And, N-Gain Test was conducted to measure the improvement of each aspect of students' critical thinking skills with the formula of:

\[
    \text{N-gain} = \frac{\text{Score of posttest} - \text{Score of Pretest}}{\text{Score of ideal score of Pretest}}
\]

\[
    \langle g \rangle = \frac{(S_{Post}) - (S_{Pre})}{100\% - (S_{pre})}
\]

RESULT

The data showed the results of the students' critical thinking skills before and after the learning and the increasing of students' learning outcomes, both in the experimental class and control class. The mean score of students’ scientific literacy was seen from Pretest, PostTest, and N-Gain in both the experimental class and the control class. The data of the experiment class obtained a score of 71.79 (pretest), 75.94 (posttest), and 0.35 (N-Gain), which means that they were in the medium category. While the control class obtained a score of 60.27 (Pretest), 66.53 (PostTest), and 0.31 (N-Gain), which means that they were in the high category. This finding shows that inaccurate prior knowledge can be a barrier for students' development and accelerated (Astuti, 2011). According to Sudjana (2005), learning is a process marked by a change within a person. Change as a learning process is shown in various forms, such as knowledge, understanding, nature and behavior, the ability of receipt, and the individual, therefore learning is an active process.

The following diagram presented the mean score between the pretest and posttest, both the experimental class and the control class:

![Diagram of Pretest and Posttest Results](image)

Based on the diagram, there is a significant difference in learning outcomes between students in the experimental class and the control class that has increased the students’ learning outcomes. The understanding ability of each student makes the difference in increased students’ learning outcomes (Dewi Larasati, 2018). Another factor, the experimental class used the PjBl (Project Based Learning) model, while the control class used the conventional model. In line with Mesek and Yasmin
(2011), the achievement of learning objectives is strongly influenced by the activities of students during learning activities. Student’s learning outcomes are influenced by internal and external factors. Internal factors come from students themselves, such as learning readiness, attention, motivation, interest, perseverance, socioeconomic, psychological, and physical students. while, external factors come from external situations and conditions, such as teachers, learning atmosphere, facilities, resources, and school characteristics (Sudjana, 2005). Low learning motivation affects student learning outcomes (Sadirman, 2011). Moreover, learning models also play as an external factor as it gives opportunities for students to deliver ideas and solve problems in groups (Dewi and Prihandoro, 2017).

After found out that an online-PjBl (Project-Based Learning) model affects students' critical thinking skills, then obtained the regression equation $Y = 80.102 + 0.391X$. The equation aimed to find out the equations of the $X$ and $Y$ variables. The equation is based on the simple linear regression formula, $Y = a + bX$, where $Y$ is a symbol of the dependent variable, a constant, $b$ regression coefficient for the independent variable ($X$). The constant of 80,102 means that if the Project-Based Learning model has a value of 0, then scientific literacy ($Y$) has a negative value of 80,102. The variable regression coefficient is 0.391, which means that if the PjBl (Project-Based Learning) model increases by 1, then critical thinking skills ($Y$) will increase by 0.391.

The coefficient is positive, which means that there is a positive relationship between the Project-Based Learning model variables ($X$) and the scientific literacy variable ($Y$). The higher the Project-Based Learning (PjBL) model, the higher students' scientific literacy. Thus, it concluded that the PjBL (Project-Based Learning) model influences students' scientific literacy. Furthermore, a coefficient of determination test was conducted to find out the influence of the $X$ variable on the $Y$ variable. The calculation of the coefficient of determination obtained a score of 4.6%. The score means that there is an influence of PjBL (Project-Based Learning) on students' scientific literacy by 4.6%, and the rest is influenced by other factors. Research conducted by Yesildere and Turnuklu (2006) in Satrika (2013) concluded that PjBL (Project-Based Learning) learning can lead a person to practice and understand complex thinking, and know-how to integrate it into skills that are often associated with real-life, able to use searching as a source, think critically and have good problem-solving skills could complete their project.

A questionnaire was used to find out the student's response whether the learning model is accepted or not. The results of the questionnaire completed by students, response to the use PjBL (Project-Based Learning) model assisted by Padlet, it presented in the diagram:

![Diagram of the Questionnaire of Students’ Response in Experimental Class](image)

Based on the diagram, the material of environmental pollution on Padlet application obtained a score of 85.29%. The score was in an excellent category because students may like the material. The display aspect obtained a score of 83.45% with excellent category because the display may stimulate students to learn, and be happy while learning using the Padlet application. The student responses obtained a score of 80.14% with a good category because the Padlet application has attracted students in science learning. And, the aspect of preparation the project-based learning media obtained a score of 71.32% with a good category because students are motivated and foster a sense of students’ enthusiasm and happiness.

Online learning teaches students independence because it can foster learning motivation. Motivation is the factor, both intrinsic (within students) and extrinsic (the surrounding environment) such as friends and teachers. External factors, generally hold a larger portion because of a friendship at school and the difficulties can turn into
student learning motivation. The students will encourage to be better through discussion time, both with friends and teachers (Sari, 2015).

Project-Based Learning affects learning activities because students get used to being independent in learning as well as making projects that must be completed without face-to-face meetings with the teacher, students are more active to online learning, online learning is not limited by space and time, flexible learning activities and students are smart in finding information related to environmental pollution learning materials. By creating a login account on the Padlet can make variety in learning, ease students to understand the concepts, and motivate students to be more active in learning (Khasanah, 2018). And, the Project-Based Learning model is effective in terms of learning achievement, self-confidence, and critical thinking skills (Ilmawan, 2015).

In contrast to a positive impact, Project Based Learning also has a negative impact on online learning, such students sometimes still have difficulties with the project-based learning model, while the students in learning should be more guided and need time to change students into new learning models. Other negative impacts were inefficient learning time, network issues, and limited communication between students and teachers. These factors become a barrier to the learning process. Then, It needs solutions to solve the problems, such as students must be smarter in finding information or references to support broad knowledge, and must use technology as well as possible.

CONCLUSION

Based on the research that has been carried out at the MTs N 5 Tegal, concluded that:
1. Implementation of the PjBL model assisted by Padlet on environmental pollution material affects students' scientific literacy and Learning using the PjBL model assisted by Padlet affect students' scientific literacy by 4.6%.
2. The students’ response to the implementation of the PjBL learning model assisted by Padlet on environmental pollution material on students' scientific literacy was good.

The article suggests:
1. The implementation of learning with the PjBL model needs further development, especially when other materials have similar problems.
2. The learning planning with the PjBL model must be well-prepared, such as consider the time allocation, the condition of the students, and the level of the material difficulty.
3. The learning with the PjBL model is better carried out in a face-to-face meeting, and online learning is only used for the delivery of material.
4. The results of the study may use as reference and information in selecting effective and efficient teaching methods.

For further researchers, it is recommended to consider the barrier in using the PjBL learning model to find solutions that aim the learning well-run.
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